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1.    Truth pluralism: strong vs. moderate 
  
In its most generic formulation truth pluralism is the thesis that there is a plurality of ways of being 
true. This contrasts with truth monism: there is just one way of being true. The most prominent 
incarnation of pluralism is domain-based: there are several ways of being true because different 
properties are truth-relevant for different domains. Thus, correspondence to reality might be the 
property relevant to the truth of <Mt. Everest is extended in space> while coherence with the body 
of law might be the property relevant to the truth of <Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal>.2 
This is the type of pluralism found in the work of prominent pluralists such as Crispin Wright and 
Michael P. Lynch.3 
         Strong pluralists reject the monist idea of a single truth property that applies across the 
board—a generic truth property. Rather, there is a plurality of properties t1, …, tn that reduce or 
constitute truth for less than all-encompassing ranges of propositions. Thus, the truth of <Mt. 
Everest is extended in space> reduces to its corresponding to reality and the truth of <Martha 
Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> reduces to its cohering with the body of law. However, no 
truth-reducing property—i.e. none of t1, …, tn—reduces truth for all propositions. Truth is many, 
not one. 
         By contrast, moderate pluralists seek to accommodate the key point of monism and the key 
point of pluralism. Put in a slogan: truth is both one and many. To achieve the combination of 
unity and diversity, moderate pluralists adopt a network analysis, characterizing a unique concept 
truth through a collection of core principles. These principles pin down truth’s role within a larger 

                                                
1 We are grateful to a number of people for discussions that have helped shape our thinking about truth pluralism, 
including: Jc Beall, Elke Brendel, Colin Caret, Aaron Cotnoir, Douglas Edwards, Will Gamester, Nathan Kellen, Jinho 
Kang, Junyeol Kim, Michael P. Lynch, Erik Stei, Andrea Strollo, Elena Tassoni, Joe Ulatowski, Cory D. Wright, 
Crispin Wright, Andy Yu, Luca Zanetti, and Elia Zardini. We are especially grateful to Jeremy Wyatt for very 
extensive and helpful comments on an earlier version of this chapter.  
2 Angle brackets are used to represent propositions.  
3 Wright (1992), (1998), (2001), (2013); Lynch (2001), (2004), (2006), (2009), (2013), (2018). See also Cotnoir 
(2013a); Edwards (2011), (2012), (2013), (2018a), (2018b); Ferrari & Moruzzi (2019), (forthcoming); Gamester 
(forthcoming); Pedersen (2006), (2010), (2012a), (2012b), (2014); Pedersen & Edwards (2011); Kim & Pedersen 
(2018); Pedersen & Lynch (2018); Pedersen & Wright (2012), (2013a), (2013b); Yu (2017). A different kind of truth 
pluralism, motivated by considerations on semantic paradox, has also attracted attention in the literature. See, e.g., 
Beall (2013), Cotnoir (2013b), Scharp (2013). 



network of concepts. Michael Lynch, the most prominent moderate pluralist, works with the 
following core principles4: 
  

(O)         For every proposition p, the belief that p is true if and only if, with respect 
to the belief that p, things are as they are believed to be. (Objectivity) 

  
(NB)     For every proposition p, the belief that p is correct if and only if p is true. 

(Norm of Belief) 
  
(EI)       For every proposition p, other things being equal, if p is true, then believing 

p is a worthy goal of inquiry. (End of Inquiry) 
  
Being true, the property, is the property picked out by the concept truth. That is, truth is the 
property that necessarily has the core features (where ‘core features’ refers to the features captured 
by the core principles): 
  

(t)       The property of being true is the property that necessarily has the core 
features.5 

  
The core principles provide unity at the conceptual level: there is a single, univocal truth concept. 
They also unify at the metaphysical level: correspondence, coherence, and other ways of being 
true (if any) all share the features marked by the core principles. Indeed, it is in virtue of this fact 
that they qualify as ways of being true. Crucially, the unique concept—truth—has a metaphysical 
mirror image: the property characterized by (t). 

The property characterized by (t)—call it “TG”—is a generic truth property. It applies across 
all truth-apt domains: any proposition, if true, is so in the sense of being TG. Thus, <Mt. Everest is 
extended in space> is true in the sense of being TG, and the same goes for <Martha Stewart’s 
insider trading is illegal>, as well as any other true proposition. Truth is one. However, there is a 
plurality of truth-grounding properties. <Mt. Everest is extended in space> because it corresponds 
to reality whereas <Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> is true because it coheres with the 
body of law. Truth is many.6 
         Between strong pluralism and moderate pluralism, the latter is the more dominant view. 
This paper offers a push in the opposite direction. It does so in two ways. First, we argue that 
moderate pluralists need to think of their own view in a way that is much closer to strong pluralism 
that they typically acknowledge. Second, we present a novel version of strong pluralism. Sect. 2 
highlights how moderate pluralists make very convenient use of the dual nature of their view: 

                                                
4 Lynch (2009), (2013). 
5 Lynch (2009: 74), (2013: 31); Edwards (2011: 40), (2013a). 
6 Strictly speaking: truth is one, and the grounds of truth are many. Because-talk is pervasive in the work of moderate 
pluralists. See, e.g., Lynch (2009: 76) and Edwards (2013: 118). 



focusing on the plural nature of truth on some occasions, but quickly pushing this aspect of their 
view in the background and focusing on generic truth on other occasions. Sect. 3 issues a note of 
caution: moderate pluralists should not and cannot ignore their distinctively pluralist 
commitments. Indeed, the plurality of truth-grounding properties plays an ineliminable role in 
explaining the metaphysical unity of truth, a key feature of moderate pluralism—and a monist one 
at that. Sect. 4 introduces the basics of austere pluralism—a novel, radical form of strong pluralism. 
Sect. 5 presents responses to the problem of mixed compounds and the problem of mixed 
inferences, widely regarded as major challenges for strong pluralism. Sect. 6 argues that austere 
pluralism is entirely adequate for capturing the core of truth pluralism and discusses how the view 
fares with respect to different forms of parsimony. (Spoiler alert: much better than moderate 
pluralism.) Sect. 7 concludes.  
 
  
2.    Convenient truth: the one-many duality of generic truth   
  
The most common pluralist move against monism is to invoke the so-called scope problem: no 
monist theory has a scope sufficiently wide to accommodate all truth-involving discourse. While 
correspondence might deliver a plausible account of truth for discourse concerning the empirical 
world (e.g., <Mt. Everest is extended in space>), it cannot plausibly be applied to legal discourse 
(e.g., <Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal>). On the other hand, while coherence with the 
body of law might plausibly be applied to legal discourse, it cannot plausibly be applied to 
discourse about the empirical world. In general, for any monist theory there is some range of truths 
p1, …, pn that it cannot plausibly accommodate.7 
         Strong pluralists and moderate pluralists alike appeal to the scope problem. In doing so 
they draw on the distinctively pluralist aspect of their view: the commitment to a plurality of truth-
relevant properties. Moderate pluralists are keen to emphasize this commitment in order to 
undermine monism and get pluralism off the ground. However, interestingly, sometimes moderate 
pluralists very quickly switch attention to generic truth—the monist aspect of their view—when 
confronted with challenges that take aim at the idea of truth’s having a plural nature. Consider, 
e.g., mixed inferences of the following sort: 
  
         (MIX)  (1)     If Peter punched Bob in the face, then Peter is guilty of battery. 
                                 (2)     Peter punched Bob in the face. 

_________________________________________________________ 
                                 (3)     Peter is guilty of battery.   
  

                                                
7 See, e.g., Lynch (2004), (2009), Sher (1998). An important qualification is that the scope problem is invoked against 
substantivist or inflationary monist views—i.e. views that take truth to be one and to have a substantive/explanatory 
nature. Pluralists launch other arguments to rule out deflationism as a viable candidate, typically concerning 
normativity (Wright (1992), Lynch (2009)—but see Ferrari (2018) and Ferrari & Moruzzi 2019 for some replies to 
these arguments).  



This is a mixed inference since it cuts across domains. <Peter punched Bob in the face> pertains 
to the empirical domain while <Peter is guilty of battery> pertains to the legal domain. 

(MIX) is a valid inference. Now, the standard definition of validity is in terms of necessary 
truth-preservation: an argument is valid if and only if, necessarily, if the premises are true, then so 
is the conclusion. But this seems to raise the following question for the pluralist: what truth 
property is applicable to both premises and the conclusion? Since <Peter punched Bob in the face> 
and <Peter is guilty of battery> are true in different ways (if true), there seems to be no common 
property that the pluralist can appeal to in order to account for the validity of the inference from 
(1) and (2) to (3). This is the problem of mixed inferences.8 
         Confronted with this problem some moderate pluralists conveniently shift attention from 
their distinctively pluralist commitments to generic truth. This is meant to give them a 
straightforward way to deal with mixed inferences. What property is preserved in mixed 
inferences? Generic truth! Generic truth saves the day.9 
  
  
3.    Return of the many: the unity of truth grounded by the plurality of its grounds 
  
It may well be tempting for moderate pluralists to try to take advantage of the dual nature that truth 
enjoys on their view, conveniently switching back and forth between their pluralist and monist 
commitments depending on the issue under consideration. However, in this section we argue that 
moderate pluralists must always keep the pluralist aspect of their view in focus. For, the 
explanation of the unity of truth—the supposed monist aspect of their view—is inseparably tied to 
its plurality. This may sound like an oxymoron. However, in this section we show that it is not. 
We do so by scrutinizing the unity of truth from a metaphysical perspective. 
         What does the unity of truth amount to from a metaphysical point of view? It amounts to 
all the properties that play the truth-role sharing the core features, i.e. the features captured by the 
core principles. Adopting Lynch’s choice of core principles, this means that the unity of truth 
consists in the fact that all truth properties share the features marked by Objectivity, Norm of 
Belief, and End of Inquiry. From now on we will use the following convention: we say that a true 
proposition possesses the core features as a shorthand of the fact that the property playing the truth-
role that is possessed by the proposition that has the core features. These features unify all truths 
by making them enjoy a considerable degree of qualitative similarity. It is one thing to tell a story 
about what the unity of truth consists in—it is another to tell a story about how it is explained. 
Explaining the unity of truth cannot be done by pointing out that all true propositions possess the 
core features. Rather, it is explained by providing an account of why all true propositions possess 
the core features. 

                                                
8 Tappolet (1997). 
9 Edwards (2013: 116, fn. 8); Lynch (2004: 403).  



We turn to this task now. In executing it we help ourselves to some machinery from 
contemporary metaphysics: grounding. Grounding is characterized structurally, typically in terms 
of (strong) asymmetry, irreflexivity, and transitivity:   

  
(SA)                    If [p] ← [q], Γ then not: [q] ← [p], ∆.                   (Strong asymmetry) 
(SI)                     Not: [p] ← [p], Γ      (Strong irreflexivity) 
(ST)                    If [p] ← [q], Γ and [q] ← ∆ , then [p] ← Γ, ∆      (Strong transitivity) 

  
‘[p]’ is read as the fact that p and ‘←’ as grounds. Upper-case Greek letters refer to (possibly 
empty) sets of facts. Strong asymmetry says that, if [q] grounds [p], then it is not the case that [p] 
is among the grounds of [q]. According to strong irreflexivity no fact can be among its own 
grounds. Strong transitivity says that if [q], Γ ground [p] and ∆  grounds [q], then Γ, ∆  ground 
[p].10 

Grounding is a metaphysical relation of asymmetric dependence meant to capture because 
and in virtue of talk. Relatedly, the idea that grounding provides metaphysical explanations has 
gained considerable currency in the literature in recent years. One prominent view on explanation 
takes explanations to be answers to why-questions.11 If we consider the question, “Why p?”, an 
explanation has the form “p because q”. Given the intimate link between grounding and “because” 
talk one can thus regard instances of grounding as delivering explanations of why a given fact in 
terms of other facts. 

The grounding-theoretic framework just introduced can be fruitfully applied to the task at 
hand—viz. explaining why true propositions possess the core features. According to the moderate 
pluralist’s characterization of truth—i.e. (t) above—truth is identified with the property that 
necessarily has the core features. Thus, the task of explaining why true propositions possess the 
core features amounts to the task of accounting for why those propositions instantiate (generic) 
truth. This is an issue concerning grounding.     

Let us consider atomic propositions first. Suppose that p is a true atomic proposition. Why, 
according to the moderate pluralist, does p instantiate truth? Because it instantiates the truth-
grounding property of its domain.12 Bearing in mind the intimate link between truth and possession 
of the core features, for true atomics, possession of the core features is thus explained by their 
instantiating the truth-grounding property of their respective domains. 

Let us consider truth-functional compounds. Consider a true conjunction p ⋀  q, and suppose 
that p and q are both atomic. Why is p ⋀  q true? Because p is true and q is true. Now, since both 
p and q are atomic, p is true because it possesses the truth-grounding property of its domain, and 
the same goes for q. By the transitivity of grounding, p ⋀  q is true because p possesses the truth-
grounding property of its domain and q possesses the truth-grounding property of its domain. 
                                                
10 Rosen (2010).  
11 van Fraassen (1980). Hempel (1965) is a prominent predecessor. Skow (2016) likewise focuses on answers to why-
questions, but reframes the debate in terms of reasons-why.  
12 Again, see, e.g., Edwards (2013: 116, fn. 8); Lynch (2004: 403). 



Again, bearing in mind the intimate link between truth and possession of the core features, we get 
that p ⋀  q possesses the core features because p possesses the truth-grounding property of its 
domain and q possesses the truth-grounding property of its domain. Suppose that we are dealing 
with a true disjunction p ⋁  q, and that p and q are both atomic. Why is p ⋁  q true? Because p is 
true or because q is true. In turn, p is true because it instantiates the truth-grounding property of its 
domain or q is true because it instantiates the truth-grounding property of its domain. By the 
transitivity of grounding, p ⋁  q is true because p instantiates the truth-grounding property of its 
domain or q instantiates the truth-grounding property of its domain. Switching to the core features: 
p ⋁  q has the core features because p instantiates the truth-grounding property of its domain or q 
instantiates the truth-grounding property of its domain. 

To illustrate these points let us consider a specific atomic proposition and a specific 
compound, <Mt. Everest is extended in space> and <Mt. Everest is extended in space and Martha 
Stewart’s insider trading is illegal>. <Mt. Everest is extended in space> is true because it 
corresponds to reality. Now, being true and having the core features amount to the same thing, so 
<Mt. Everest is extended in space> has the core features because it corresponds to reality. How 
about the compound? The conjunction <Mt. Everest is extended in space and Martha Stewart’s 
insider trading is illegal> is true because <Mt. Everest is extended in space> is true and <Martha 
Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> is true. As before, <Mt. Everest is extended in space> is true 
because it corresponds to reality, and <Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> is true because 
it coheres with the body of law. By the transitivity of grounding, <Mt. Everest is extended in space 
and Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> is true because <Mt. Everest is extended in space> 
corresponds to reality and <Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> coheres with the body of 
law. Since truth and possession of the core features come to the same thing, <Mt. Everest is 
extended in space and Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal> possesses the core features 
because <Mt. Everest is extended in space> corresponds to reality and <Martha Stewart’s insider 
trading is illegal> coheres with the body of law. 
         True conjunctions, true disjunctions, and other true compounds possess the core features 
due to the standing of their atomic constituents vis-à-vis the truth-grounding properties of their 
respective domains. By transitivity, the same point holds if one or more constituents of a compound 
are compound.13          

Let us reflect on the significance that this result has in relation to the unity of truth. Recall 
that, from a metaphysical point of view, the unity of truth is given by all truths sharing the core 
                                                
13 Moderate pluralists use different terms for their favoured one-many dependence relations. However, it is clear from 
their widespread use of “because” that, for atomics, both Lynch and Edwards can plausibly be fitted into the 
grounding-theoretic framework relied on here. Edwards likewise explicitly uses “because” talk in his treatment of 
compounds (e.g., (2008), (2009), (2011), (2013), (2018a)). Lynch takes true compounds to be what he calls “plain 
truths”. Unlike atomic propositions the truth of compounds is not linked directly to instances of truth-grounding 
properties such as correspondence or coherence. However, Lynch still takes plain truths to satisfy a weak grounding 
principle (2009: 90). According to this principle there is a relation of asymmetric supervenience between the status of 
compounds vis-à-vis truth and the status of atomic propositions vis-à-vis truth-grounding properties. For a more 
detailed account of the grounding-theoretic metaphysics presented here, see Pedersen (forthcoming), Kim & Pedersen 
(ms), and Ferrari, Moruzzi & Pedersen (ms). 



features. These features unify all truths by making them enjoy a considerable degree of qualitative 
similarity. However, the take-home lesson from the considerations offered in this section is this: 
from a metaphysical point of view the unity of truth must be understood in a fundamentally plural 
way. Instances of truth are ultimately grounded by facts about what truth-grounding properties are 
instantiated, meaning that instances of the core features are likewise ultimately grounded by facts 
about what truth-grounding properties are instantiated. Thus, the unity of truth is inseparably tied 
to its plurality. Truth is one because its grounds are many. 
         Prominent moderate pluralists are keen to stress that one of their main goals as truth 
theorists is to shed light on the metaphysics of truth.14 Among their chief concerns is to spell out, 
support, and defend the idea that there is a generic truth property—and hence, that truth is one and 
unified. In light of this it is rather interesting that reflection on the metaphysics of moderate 
pluralism seems to lend support to the conclusion that a key characteristic of moderate pluralism—
the unity of truth—must be radically revised. The unity of truth is explained by its plurality. 

Moderate pluralists are keen to appeal to their distinctively pluralist commitments when 
pushing the scope problem against monism. However, these commitments tend quickly to slide 
into the background and are replaced by a focus on generic truth when challenges or problems for 
pluralism surface. One lesson that moderate pluralists should take away from this section is that 
they should not—and cannot—hide their pluralism behind their supposed monist commitment to 
the unity of truth. For, from a metaphysical point of view, the unity of truth must be understood in 
a fundamentally plural way.15  
 

 
4. Austere truth pluralism 
  
In the previous section we argued that moderate pluralists need to rethink the nature of their own 
view. They have to recognize that the plurality of truth-grounding properties plays an 
indispensable explanatory role, even in explaining the unity of truth—an aspect of their view that 
they take to line up with monism. In this section we drop the focus on moderate pluralism and 
zoom in on strong pluralism. We present the basics of a novel incarnation of the view: austere truth 
pluralism. A core commitment of austere pluralism is that logic is not representational: it is not a 
theory about the world. Several philosophers have endorsed non-representationalism about logic. 
One recent example is Robert Brandom who takes logic to be an expressive tool for articulating 
our reasons pro and con for atomic propositions expressed by our language.16  

                                                
14 Lynch (2009) and Edwards (2018), e.g., are explicitly and repeatedly described as metaphysical projects.  
15 Further critical works on moderate pluralism that are congenial to the argument of this section include Pedersen 
(forthcoming), (ms-a), (ms-b); Ferrari, Moruzzi & Pedersen (ms); Kim & Pedersen (2018), (ms). 
16 Brandom labels his position logical expressivism. The logical expressivist, as described by Brandom, “[...] thinks 
of logical vocabulary as introduced to let one say in the logically extended object-language what material relations of 
implication and incompatibility articulate the conceptual contents of logically atomic expressions” (Brandom 2018:4). 
Another recent example is Thomas Brower who takes logical vocabulary to map onto attitudes rather than 
propositional contents (Brouwer 2013: 80).  



We embed logical non-representationalism within a truth pluralist framework. For the 
purposes of this paper we merely give a bare-bones introduction of logical non-
representationalism. We do so in order to focus on certain other tasks: spelling out how non-
representationalism about logic works when combined with strong truth pluralism, and showing 
how this combination of pluralism and non-representationalism can be of help to strong 
pluralists.17 

Let us use logical representationalism as a label for the view that complex sentences 
express complex propositions that are composed of atomic propositions and logical connectives. 
The way the propositional structure is produced for any arbitrary sentence is usually rendered by 
means of the compositional machinery of truth-conditional semantics. Of course, logical 
representationalism has not been the only game in town in the philosophy of language. Nominalists 
like Quine avoided commitments to propositions, preferring to give an alternative story about the 
semantics for natural language. For others, like Dummett, what was primary in the explanation of 
meaning was not truth, but justification. Still others, like Davidson, preferred to give an 
explanation of meaning just focusing on the truth-conditions of sentences and not on propositions.  

Logical non-representationalism constitutes a radical alternative to all of these approaches. 
The central tenet of logical non-representationalism is that logical vocabulary does not map onto 
propositional contents. The occurrence of logical vocabulary in logically complex sentences does 
not contribute to the expression of complex propositional contents. Rather, logical vocabulary is a 
linguistic tool for expressing our attitudes towards propositions not involving logical notions—i.e. 
atomic propositions. 

Utterances of atomic sentences express atomic propositions—the smallest truth-apt 
semantic unit. Declarative use of an atomic sentence (e.g., an assertion) signals acceptance of an 
atomic proposition (i.e. the atomic proposition expressed by the asserted atomic sentence). Thus, 
e.g., suppose “Sushi is delicious” expresses the atomic proposition that sushi is delicious. Assertion 
of “Sushi is delicious” signals acceptance of the atomic proposition that sushi is delicious.18 
However, crucially, the declarative use of complex sentences does not express complex 
propositions: rather, it expresses a certain complex arrangements of cognitive attitudes towards 
atomic propositions.  

Consider negation. The declarative use of “Sushi is not delicious” expresses a certain 
attitude: the rejection of the atomic proposition that sushi is delicious. Here it is important to note 
that rejection of <sushi is delicious> is not to be equated with acceptance of the complex 
proposition <it is not the case that: sushi is delicious>. In fact, for the austere pluralist there is no 
such proposition!  

                                                
17 Several recent expressivist approaches can be used to add further details to the bare-bones logical non-
representationalist account presented here. See Brandom (2018), Brouwer (2013), and Schroeder (2008).  
18 We assume, as a plausible starting point, a bilateralist approach towards acceptance and rejection (see Smiley 1996), 
according to which rejection is not defined in terms of acceptance and negation. While we take acceptance and 
rejection to be mutually exclusive, we do not commit to their being exhaustive: one might introduce suspension of 
judgement as a third primitive cognitive attitude.  



Complex sentences involving dyadic logical operators involve arrangements of the 
attitudes of acceptance and rejection. Let’s consider conjunction. The declarative use of the 
complex sentence “Sushi is delicious and it is expensive” does not express a complex proposition, 
but rather a certain arrangement of attitudes towards the atomic propositions involved. More 
precisely, it expresses the arrangement constituted by the acceptance of <sushi is delicious> and 
the acceptance of <sushi is expensive>. Again, to stress, this arrangement is not to be equated with 
acceptance of the complex proposition <Sushi is delicious and sushi is expensive>. For, according 
to the austere pluralist, this proposition does not exist! The thought is thus that conjunction, instead 
of contributing to the formation of a complex content, expresses a certain arrangement of attitudes 
of acceptance towards atomic propositions.  

Let us try to spell these ideas out in a more detailed and rigorous way. In doing so we help 
ourselves to the framework developed by Thomas Brouwer.19 Brouwer draws a distinction 
between first-order and higher-order attitudes. First-order attitudes are attitudes towards atomic 
propositions. As indicated above, we operate with two such attitudes: acceptance and rejection. 
Patterns are sets of attitudes (which can be either towards atomic propositions or towards patterns). 
Higher-order attitudes are attitudes towards patterns, i.e. attitudes towards sets of attitudes towards 
propositions or patterns. Brouwer introduces two higher-order attitudes: ruling in and ruling out. 
These are both ways of being opinionated. Ruling in a pattern  is a willingness to instantiate  
while ruling out  is an unwillingness to instantiate the pattern20. Ruling in and ruling out are 
mutually exclusive. One cannot rationally both rule in and rule out a given pattern.21   
 We directly represent reality with first-order attitudes that always relate to atomic 
propositions. Higher-order attitudes induce attitudinal constraints or requirements that help to 
articulate which first-order attitudes are appropriate to have or to lack. Suppose that Sophie rules 
out the pattern {accept <p>, reject <q>}—where <p> and <q> are atomic propositions. Then 
Sophie’s attitudes towards <p> and <q> are constrained in certain ways. For example, if she 
already accepts <p>, then ruling out {accept <p>, reject <q>}—i.e. being unwilling to instantiate 
this particular pattern—means that she cannot rationally reject <q> but must accept it.22 Suppose 
instead that Sophie already accepts <p> and rejects <q>. Then her ruling out {accept <p>, reject 
<q>} requires her to revise her attitudes. She should refrain from accepting <p> or refrain from 
rejecting <q>. 

Consider now the other higher-order attitude, ruling in. Suppose that Sophie rules in the 
pattern {accept <p>, reject <q>}. The willingness to instantiate {accept <p>, reject <q>} constrains 
the correctness of Sophie’s attitudes in a single way: accept <p> and reject <q>. Why? Because 
this is the only correct way to rationally instantiate {accept <p>, reject <q>}.  

On this view, we, as human subjects, have simple or complex cognitive attitudes that 
articulate our stance on how we represent reality. Cognition does not consist only in representing 

                                                
19 Brouwer (2013).   
20 Brouwer (2013: 89-90).  
21 Brouwer (2013: 122). 
22 Again, this is assuming that there are only two first-order attitudes, acceptance and rejection. 



reality by means of the simple attitudes of accepting and rejecting atomic propositions, but also in 
having complex attitudes regarding what to accept and reject. Following Brouwer (2013: 94) we 
can provide a recursive characterization of complex attitudes:  

A level-1 pattern is a set of simple attitudes (of acceptance and rejection) towards atomic 
propositions. A level-2 pattern is a set of attitudes of acceptance and rejection towards atomic 
propositions and/or attitudes of ruling-in and ruling-out level-1 patterns. A level-3 pattern is a set 
of attitudes of acceptance and rejection towards atomic propositions and/or attitudes of ruling-in 
and ruling-out patterns of a level less than 3. And so on.  

Cognitive agents aim to have the correct attitudes for representing reality. Attitudes have 
the following correctness conditions (Brouwer 2013: 161), starting with the simple attitudes of 
acceptance and rejection and moving on to attitudes towards patterns:  

 
(CORA) Accepting an atomic proposition <p> is correct if and only if <p> is true. 

 
(CORR) Rejecting an atomic proposition <p> is correct if and only if <p> is not  

true. 
 
(CORRIL1)  Ruling in a level-1 pattern is correct if and only if all of the attitudes in the  

pattern are correct.  
 
(CORROL1)  Ruling out a level-1 pattern is correct if and only if some of the attitudes in  

the pattern are not correct.  
 
(CORRIL2)   Ruling in a level-2 pattern is correct if and only if all of the attitudes in the  

pattern are correct. 
 
(CORROL2)   Ruling out a level-2 pattern is correct if and only if some of the attitudes in  

the pattern are not correct. 
 
… and so on.  
 

What these correctness conditions show is that the correctness condition of any cognitive attitude 
is determined just by atomic propositions. No complex propositions are needed. 

Now turn to language. For the logical expressivist there is a sharp divide between non-
logical vocabulary and logical vocabulary. Non-logical expressions such as “Paris”, “big”, “sushi”, 
“tasty”, “right”, and “wrong” have a minimal representational function in the following sense: they 
contribute to the determination of the truth-conditions of atomic propositions that are expressed 
by the atomic sentences containing these expressions. The truth-conditions of atomic sentences are 
explained by the truth-conditions of the atomic propositions that are semantically expressed by 



them.23 In contrast, logical vocabulary plays a different role. The point of a logical expression is 
to be a linguistic vehicle for the expression of attitudes of any complexity (Brouwer 2013: 201). 
Logically complex sentences express the ruling in or ruling out of some pattern of attitudes. We 
can articulate this view by means of the following semantic clauses:  
 

(EXPATOM) If “p” is atomic, then “p” semantically expresses the atomic proposition  
<p>. 
 

(EXPNEG) “Not-p” semantically expresses ruling out {accept p}, i.e. the  
unwillingness to accept p.  

 
(EXPDISJ) “p or q” semantically expresses ruling out {reject p, reject q}, i.e. the  

unwillingness to reject p and reject q. 
  

(EXPCONJ) “p and q” semantically expresses ruling in {accept p, accept q}, i.e. the  
willingness to accept p and accept q. 

 
(EXPCOND)  “If p then q” semantically expresses ruling out {accept p, reject q}, i.e.  

the unwillingness to accept p and reject q.24 
 

With the semantic clauses in place we can define the truth-conditions of atomic and complex 
sentences. Let us first consider the simple cases of atomic sentences and complex sentences with 
atomic sentences and propositional connectives as their only constituents: 

 
(TATOM) If “p” is atomic, “p” is true if and only if the atomic proposition <p> is  

true. 
 
(TNEG-ATOM) “Not-p” is true if and only if ruling out {accept p} is correct.  
 
(TDISJ-ATOM) “p or q” is true if and only if ruling out {reject p, reject q} is correct.  
 
(TCONJ-ATOM) “p and q” is true if and only if ruling in {accept p, accept q} is correct.  
 
(TCOND-ATOM) “If p then q” is true if and only if ruling out {accept p, reject q} is correct. 

 
On the proposed picture truth-properties apply only to atomic propositions. The truth-predicate 
also applies. However, while the truth-predicate applies to complex sentences, there is no truth 

                                                
23 For ease of exposition we set aside issues of context-dependence here. 
24 These clauses capture the classical understanding of logical connectives. Non-classical connectives express different 
constraints on complex attitudes.   



property that does so (for there are no complex propositions to match complex sentences). Whether 
the truth-predicate applies to a given complex sentence is determined by whether the relevant 
attitudes towards patterns of propositions are correct—and the attitudes themselves are not truth-
apt, merely correct or incorrect (though their correctness conditions ultimately depend on the 
standing of the relevant atomic propositions vis-à-vis the truth-properties of their respective 
domains).   

Let “negative attitude related to the pattern expressed by “p”” refer to rejection if “p” 
expresses a level-1 pattern (i.e. a set of attitudes of acceptance or rejection of atomics) and ruling 
out if “p” expresses a higher-level pattern. Let “positive attitude related to the pattern expressed 
by “p”” refer to acceptance if “p” expresses a level-1 pattern (i.e. a set of attitudes of acceptance 
or rejection of atomics) and ruling in if “p” expresses a higher-level pattern. We can then generalize 
(TNEG-ATOM), (TDISJ-ATOM), (TCONJ-ATOM), and (TCOND-ATOM) to complex sentences of any logical 
complexity, as follows:  
 

(TNEG)  “Not-p” is true if and only if ruling out the pattern expressed by “p” is  
correct.  

 
(TDISJ)  “p or q” is true if and only if ruling out {the negative attitude related to the  

pattern expressed by “p”, the negative attitude related to the pattern 
expressed by “q”} is correct.  

 
(TCONJ)  “p and q” is true if and only if ruling in {the positive attitude related to the  

pattern expressed by “p”, the positive attitude related to the pattern 
expressed by “q”} is correct.  

 
(TCOND) “If p then q” is true if and only if ruling out {the positive attitude related to  

the pattern expressed by “p”, the negative attitude related to the pattern 
expressed by “q”} is correct. 

 
Reflecting on the framework presented in this section we see that it is of a mixed sort. It is not 
purely expressivist, as atomic sentences semantically express (atomic) propositions. However, the 
framework is partly expressivist because complex sentences express (higher-order) attitudes rather 
than propositional contents.25  

                                                
25 This bifurcation might raise issues about how exactly to understand certain doxastic and semantic phenomena—
disagreement being one example. For instance, if John utters “London is beautiful” while Sarah utters “London is not 
beautiful”, the two are intuitively disagreeing. However, within the framework of austere pluralism this disagreement 
cannot be understood as John expressing a proposition—that London is beautiful—and Sarah expressing another, 
semantically incompatible proposition since, instead, she is expressing a complex attitude. Austere pluralists can, 
however, capture the disagreement intuition by pointing out that the truth-conditions of the sentences uttered, 
respectively, by Sarah and John cannot be jointly satisfied. 



In the next section we use our framework to solve the problems of mixed compounds and 
mixed inferences, two major challenges confronting pluralists about truth.  
 
 

5.    Applying austere truth pluralism: mixed compounds and mixed inferences 
  
Let us explore how the proposed framework can be brought to bear on the problem of mixed 
compounds. If the challenge of mixed compounds is framed in terms of propositions, the impact 
of the separation of semantics and metaphysics is immediate: there is no such thing as the complex 
proposition <Mt. Everest is extended in space and Martha Stewart’s insider trading is illegal>, and 
so, there is no legitimate concern to be raised about which truth-property this proposition has. In 
general, since there are no compound propositions, a fortiori, it makes no sense to ask what truth-
property mixed compound propositions have. Once general metaphysicalism is rejected, the 
problem of mixed compound propositions evaporates.  

If the challenge of mixed compounds is framed in terms of sentences, it remains a 
legitimate question to ask which property the truth predicate denotes when applied to complex 
sentences. However, it is a legitimate question that the austere pluralist is well equipped to answer. 
On the austere pluralist view mind has an explanatory priority over language when it comes to 
logically complex sentences: the application of the truth-predicate to these sentences is fully 
explained by which attitude towards the relevant atomic propositions is correct to have. This is 
reflected by the truth-conditions of complex sentences: their semantic status—i.e. their truth or 
falsity—is explained just in terms of the correctness conditions of patterns of attitudes and, in turn, 
these are ultimately completely determined by the truth-conditions of atomic propositions. This 
point signals a radical departure from the standard pluralist frameworks. Both moderate and strong 
pluralists accept the principle  according to which whenever a sentence is true there is (at least) a 
corresponding truth property that applies to content semantically expressed by the sentence. The 
austere pluralist rejects this principle for logically complex sentences. Thus, the austere pluralist 
does not need to commit to any truth-property beyond those that apply to atomic propositions in 
order to account for the truth of complex sentences. This point applies in the case of both pure and 
mixed compounds.  

To illustrate consider a conjunctive sentence “p & q” where both “p” and “q” are atomic. 
First, applying the truth-condition for conjunctions with only atomic constituents we get the 
following:  

 
(A) “p & q” is true if and only if ruling in {accept p, accept q} is correct.  
 

Since “p” and “q” express atomic propositions, {accept p, accept q} is a level-1 pattern. The 
correctness-condition for ruling in level-1 patterns tells us that  
 

(B)  Ruling in {accept p, accept q} is correct if and only if accepting <p> is correct  



and accepting <q> is correct.  
 
Now, the correctness condition for attitudes towards atomic propositions delivers:  
 
 (C) Accepting <p> is correct if and only if <p> is true and accepting <q> is correct if  

and only if <q> is true.  
 
Since austere pluralism is a form of strong pluralism, the truth of p and q should be accounted for 
in a reductionist way:  
 

(D) <p> is true if and only if <p> has the truth-reducing property of its domain, and  
<q> is true if and only if <q> has the truth-reducing property of its domain.  

 
Finally, by the transitivity of the bi-conditionals in (A)-(D), we get:  
 
 (E) “p & q” is true if and only if <p> has the truth-reducing property of its domain  

and <q> has the truth-reducing property of its domain.  
 
—where, again, both <p> and <q> are atomic propositions.  
 (E) shows how the truth of conjunctions featuring only atomic sentences is completely 
determined by the standing of the atomic propositions expressed by their constituent atomic 
sentences. This applies both in the case of pure and mixed conjunctive sentences. The only 
difference between pure and mixed conjunctions is the number of truth-reducing properties 
involved in their truth-conditions. If “p & q” is a pure conjunction then the truth-reducing property 
relevant to determining whether “p & q” is true is the same for <p> and <q>—so, only one truth-
reducing property is involved. However, if “p & q” is a mixed conjunction, the truth-reducing 
properties of <p> and <q>’s respective domains are different. Thus, while “2 + 2 = 4 & 9 + 3 = 
12” is true if and only if <2 + 2 = 4> coheres with the axioms of arithmetic and <9 + 3 = 12> does 
so as well, “Mt. Everest is extended in space and 9 + 3 = 12” is true if and only if <Mt. Everest is 
extended in space> corresponds to reality and <9 + 3 = 12> coheres with the axioms of arithmetic.  

The treatment of sentential truth for conjunctions with only atomic conjuncts can be 
generalized to conjunctions of arbitrary complexity. Similarly for other sentential compounds. In 
all cases the recipe is the same: apply the truth-conditions for complex sentences, correctness-
conditions for attitudes (which subsume acceptance and rejection of atomic propositions as well 
as ruling in and ruling out patterns), and the strong pluralist’s idea that different properties reduce 
truth for different domains. Given the availability of this sort of treatment, there is no pressure on 
the austere pluralist to endorse any distinct truth-property as the referent of “true” in order to 
account for the truth of complex sentences. Atomic propositions and their truth-reducing properties 
do all the work. 



Let us now turn to mixed inferences. As in Sect. 2, consider the following instance of 
modus ponens: 
 

(MIX)  (1)     If Peter punched Bob in the face, then Peter is guilty of battery. 
                     (2)     Peter punched Bob in the face.    

———————————————————————————— 
(3)     Peter is guilty of battery.   

  
A standard account of validity ties validity to necessary truth-preservation:  
 

(PRE)  An argument is valid if and only if, necessarily, if the premises are true,  
then its conclusion is true.26  

 
The problem for the pluralist is that in mixed inferences the conclusion and at least one of the 
premises are true in different ways. However, in that case what truth property can be applied to 
both the premises and the conclusion to account for the validity of mixed inferences such as 
(MIX)? 

Our strategy for dealing with the problem of mixed inferences is to switch attention from 
the account of validity in terms of necessary truth-preservation to the following alternative 
account:  
 
 (IMP)  An argument is valid if and only if it is impossible for all of the premises  

to be true and its conclusion false.  
 
(IMP), like (PRE), is a standard account of validity. (IMP) defines validity in terms of exclusion 
of a certain combination of semantic standings—namely, the premises’ being true and the 
conclusion false. We help ourselves to (IMP) and, given this account of validity, show that the 
austere pluralist has the resources to account for the validity of mixed inferences. We consider the 
propositional version of the problem first and then turn to the sentential version.27  

As seen above, the propositional version of the problem of mixed compounds evaporates 
once the framework of austere pluralism is adopted. This is so because mixed complex sentences 
do not express propositions—and, hence, there is no legitimate question to raise about what truth-
property mixed complex propositions possess.  

Mixed inferences are not validity-apt, with validity regarded as a feature that involves 
propositions and properties. In this sense the propositional version of the problem of mixed 

                                                
26 Usually it is also added that the argument has the feature of being necessarily truth-preserving in virtue of its logical 
form. This qualification is needed in order to rule out as logically valid certain types of arguments—e.g., arguments 
with metaphysically or conceptually necessary truths as their conclusion.  
27 While we use (IMP) for the purposes of our discussion here, see Gamester (2019) for a discussion of mixed 
inferences against the background of (PRE). Gamester offers several reasons for thinking that the common talk of 
truth-preservation cannot be taken literally.  



inferences does not arise. The explanation is the same as before. A presupposition of propositional-
property validity-talk is that the premises and the conclusion all express propositions—which, in 
turn, can instantiate semantic properties. However, valid mixed inferences involve at least one 
compound sentence. Within the framework of austere pluralism such sentences do not express 
propositions. Hence, a presupposition of proposition-property validity-talk is not satisfied. The 
propositional problem of mixed inferences thus evaporates within the framework of austere 
pluralism, just like the propositional version of the problem of mixed compounds.  

Turn now to the sentential version of the problem of mixed inferences. We show that it is 
impossible for the premises to be true and the conclusion to be false in (MIX). We do so by 
applying the truth-conditions for sentences, correctness-conditions for patterns, and the strong 
pluralist’s idea that different properties reduce truth for different (base-level) domains.  

The truth-conditions of sentences (1), (2), and (3) in (MIX) are understood in terms of the 
correctness of the relevant attitudes:  

 
(1-TC)  “If Peter punched Bob in the face, then Peter is guilty of battery” is true if  

and only if ruling out {accept <Peter punched Bob in the face>, reject <Peter 
is guilty of battery>} is correct. 

 
(2-TC)  “Peter punched Bob in the face” is true if and only if accepting <Peter  

punched Bob in the face> is correct.  
 

(3-TC)  “Peter is guilty of battery” is true if and only if accepting <Peter is guilty  
of battery> is correct.  

 
(1-TC) involves a level-1 pattern, i.e. attitudes towards atomic propositions. When applied to (1-
TC), the correctness-condition for ruling out level-1 patterns yields the following:  
 

(1-TC*) Ruling out {accept <Peter punched Bob in the face>, reject <Peter is  
guilty of battery>} is correct if and only if some attitude in the pattern is not 
correct, i.e. accepting <Peter punched Bob in the face> is not correct or 
rejecting <Peter is guilty of battery> is not correct. 

 
The respective correctness-conditions for acceptance and rejection of atomic propositions tell us 
that accepting <Peter punched Bob in the face> is not correct if and only if <Peter punched Bob in 
the face> is not true and rejecting <Peter is guilty of battery> is not correct if and only if <Peter is 
guilty of battery> is true. Applying these observations to (1-TC*) we obtain:  
 

(1-TC**) Ruling out {accept <Peter punched Bob in the face>, reject <Peter  
is guilty of battery>} is correct if and only if <Peter punched Bob in the 
face> is not true or  <Peter is guilty of battery> is true.  



 
Now, given the strong pluralist’s truth-reduction thesis, (1-TC**) should be construed as follows:  
 

(1-TC***) Ruling out {accept <Peter punched Bob in the face>, reject <Peter  
is guilty of battery>} is correct if and only if <Peter punched Bob in the 
face> is not T1 or  <Peter is guilty of battery> is T2,  

 
where T1 and T2 are the truth-reducing properties of respectively the empirical domain and the 
legal domain.  

Finally, combining (1-TC) and (1-TC***) we get:  
 
(1-TC****) “If Peter punched Bob in the face, then Peter is guilty of battery” is true if  

and only if <Peter punched Bob in the face> is not T1 or  <Peter is guilty of 
battery> is T2.  

 
(1-TC****) connects the truth of the conditional sentence in (1) and the semantic standing—
conceived in terms of properties—of the propositions expressed by its atomic constituents. For (2-
TC) and (3-TC) this connection is more straightforward to achieve, as they both involve atomic 
sentences.  
 Applying the correctness-conditions for acceptance of atomic propositions to (2-TC) and 
(3-TC) we get:  
 

(2-TC*) “Peter punched Bob in the face” is true if and only if accepting <Peter  
punched Bob in the face> is true.    

 
(3-TC*)  “Peter is guilty of battery” is true if and only if accepting <Peter is guilty  

of battery> is true.  
 
Given the truth-reduction thesis, (2-TC*) and (3-TC*) must be understood along the following 
lines:  
 

(2-TC**) “Peter punched Bob in the face” is true if and only if accepting <Peter  
punched Bob in the face> is T1.    

 
(3-TC**)  “Peter is guilty of battery” is true if and only if accepting <Peter is guilty  

of battery> is T2,  
 
where, as before, T1 and T2 are the truth-reducing properties of respectively the empirical domain 
and the legal domain.  



 Is it possible for sentences (1) and (2) to be true and (3) false? No, for, that would require 
<Peter punched Bob in the face> not to be T1 or <Peter is guilty of battery> to be T2, <Peter 
punched Bob in the face> to be T1, and <Peter is guilty of battery> not to be T2. However, these 
requirements are incompatible—that is, the truth-conditions of premises (1) and (2) and the falsity 
condition of the conclusion (3) are incompatible. Since it is impossible for the premises to be true 
and the conclusion false, (MIX) is valid.  

The validity of (MIX) has been accounted for at the level of sentences. As in the case of 
mixed compounds, the account offered appeals to the truth-conditions for complex sentences, 
correctness-conditions for attitudes (which subsume acceptance and rejection of atomic 
propositions as well as ruling in and ruling out patterns), and the strong pluralist’s idea that 
different properties reduce truth for different domains. What this shows is that sentential validity 
can be accounted for by appealing solely to our preferred austere metaphysics, i.e. atomic 
propositions, their truth-reducing properties, and attitudes towards atomic propositions and 
patterns. We conclude that, contrary to claims made by monists and moderate pluralists, 
accounting for the validity of mixed inferences does not pose an insurmountable challenge to 
strong pluralism.  
 
 
6.    Austere truth pluralism: further reflections 

 
In this penultimate section of the paper we do two things. First, we observe that austere pluralism 
offers an adequate framework for capturing the core idea behind truth pluralism: alethic variation 
across domains. Second, we offer a comprehensive discussion of austere pluralism and parsimony, 
a theoretical virtue that often carries significant weight in theory choice. We distinguish between 
two types of parsimony and consider each in isolation and also together. We argue that, compared 
to moderate pluralism, austere pluralism fares better in each case.  
 
 
6.1      Capturing the core idea behind truth pluralism 
  
The key idea behind pluralism is that truth exhibits a diverse nature across domains. This is 
transparent in the way that truth pluralism is usually presented, as reflected by two representative 
passages drawn from respectively Lynch and Edwards:  
 

One reason [to be a truth pluralist] concerns the sheer variety of the propositions one believes: that six is an 
even number; that Napoleon lost the battle of Waterloo, that Microsoft is a powerful corporation; that murder 
is wrong and thankfully illegal as well. The most basic motivation for a pluralist treatment of truth is that it 
isn't at all obvious that the truth of these propositions, ranging as they do over history, mathematics, ethics, 
and so on, must all be true in the exact same way. Pre-theoretically, it seems at least as plausible to think that 
the truth of, e.g., ethical claims consists in something quite different than the truth of assertions concerning 
the physical world. (Lynch 2004: 385) 

 



According to the alethic pluralist, there will be a robust property in virtue of which the propositions expressed 
by sentences in a particular domain of discourse will be true, but this property will change depending on the 
domain we are considering. In other words, although the notion of truth as correspondence to the facts might 
fit our domain of discourse about the material world, a different notion of truth—perhaps one with less 
metaphysical baggage, constructed out of coherence, or justification or warrant—may fit the domains in 
which the correspondence notion looks problematic. (Edwards 2011: 31-32) 
     

The chief aim of truth pluralists is to capture alethic diversity across domains and to do so in a way 
that allows them to address the scope problem. This is what drives them towards pluralism.  

Austere pluralism provides an adequate framework for achieving the aim of capturing 
alethic diversity, the key distinguishing feature of pluralism. The view attributes different truth-
reducing properties (correspondence, coherence, superassertibility, etc.) to atomic propositions 
pertaining to different domains. Therein lies the diversity of truth and, in turn, this diversity gives 
the austere pluralist the resources to deal with the scope problem.  

There is nothing about the idea of alethic diversity by itself that puts any theoretical 
pressure on pluralists to opt for moderate pluralism rather than strong pluralism. Indeed, that 
pressure derives from the idea of alethic unity, i.e. an idea that stands in complete opposition to 
the idea of alethic diversity. And, again, it is worth emphasizing that alethic diversity—not unity—
is the key distinguishing feature of pluralism. It is the alleged explanatory advantages of alethic 
unity—at the metaphysical level represented by the generic truth property—that are meant to count 
in favour of moderate pluralism and against strong pluralism. However, this does not in any way 
tell against austere pluralism’s adequacy as a way to capture the idea of alethic diversity. (And, 
besides, the explanatory advantages of moderate pluralism are illusory—as argued in the case of 
mixed compounds and inferences in Sect. 5.)  

 
 
6.2   Ontological parsimony 
 
In this subsection we consider an important theoretical virtue: parsimony. We discuss two 
understandings of ontological parsimony and argue that, compared to moderate pluralism, austere 
pluralism does better with respect to each of them and does so, too, if they are taken to complement 
one another. Parsimony is widely regarded as an important abductive criterion for theory choice. 
If austere pluralism can account for the same range of alethic phenomena as moderate pluralism, 
then austere pluralism’s better standing vis-à-vis ontological parsimony seems to rule in favour of 
the view.  

In order to support their endorsement of a generic truth property moderate pluralists argue 
that this kind of property is needed to explain a range of alethic phenomena—including the truth 
of mixed compounds and the validity of mixed inferences. This is a widely used move in 
discussions concerning existence. Meeting explanatory needs lends support to existence claims. 
However, this is only one half of the story. The other half embodies an attitude of ontological 
parsimony: being explanatorily dispensable speaks against existence claims. Perhaps the most 
famous incarnation of this idea is Ockham’s Razor: 



  
(OR)                   Do not multiply entities beyond necessity, 

  
where the expression ‘beyond necessity’ is tied to explanation. When it is said not to multiply 
entities beyond necessity, what this means is not to multiply entities beyond what is needed to 
explain some target range of facts, data, or phenomena. 
         Moderate pluralists argue that a generic truth property is needed to explain a target range 
of alethic phenomena, including the truth of mixed compounds and the validity of mixed 
inferences. If their case is compelling and meeting explanatory needs supports existence claims, 
there is a reason to endorse the existence of a generic truth property. How might the austere 
pluralist engage with this line of argument? Ockham’s Razor suggests the following strategy: show 
that the target range of alethic phenomena can be explained without appealing to a generic truth 
property. This, together with Ockham’s Razor, rules against the existence of a generic truth 
property. 
         One might think that there are grounds for optimism about this strategy for austere 
pluralists, especially given the account of mixed compounds and inferences provided in the 
previous section.28 We would, of course, like this strategy to work. However, in order to assess 
whether the strategy might be successfully executed it is relevant to distinguish between two 
readings of Ockham’s Razor—one qualitative, another quantitative:  
  

(OR*)      Do not multiply types of entities beyond necessity. 
(OR#)     Do not multiply the number of entities beyond necessity. 

  
For both the qualitative and the quantitative reading the relation ‘being more ontologically 
parsimonious than’ can be understood in terms of proper subsethood. For (OR*), given two 
ontologies Oi and Oj, say that Oi is qualitatively more ontologically parsimonious than Oj if and 
only if the set of types of entities in Oi is a proper subset of the set of types of entities in Oj. For 
(OR#), given two ontologies Oi and Oj, say that Oi is quantitatively more ontologically 
parsimonious than Oj if and only if the set of entities in Oi is a proper subset of the set of entities 
in Oj.   

The qualitative reading of Ockham’s Razor has traditionally enjoyed a more prominent status 
than the quantitative reading. Recently, however, a considerable number of philosophers have 
investigated, advocated, or relied on the quantitative reading.29 

                                                
28 Other accounts have been developed by strong pluralists. See Cotnoir (2013a) and Yu (2017) for mixed compounds 
and inferences. See also Pedersen & Lynch (2018) for an outline of a strongly pluralist account of mixed inferences 
(due to Pedersen). See Pedersen (2006) for mixed inferences and Pedersen & Kim (2018) for mixed compounds. See 
Ferrari, Moruzzi & Pedersen (ms) for extensive discussion of strongly pluralist accounts of mixed compounds and 
inferences and several criticisms of moderate pluralism. 
29 See Baker (2003), Nolan (1997), Jansson & Tallant (2016), Schaffer (2015), Sober (2015), Tallant (2013), and 
Vanderburgh (2014). For the sake of illustrating the difference between the two readings, consider two ontologies O1 
and O2 with the same types of particles, p1, …, pn  (where p1 are electrons). Suppose that O1 and O2 have the same 
number of particles for each of p1, …, pn, except p1. O1 has two more electrons than O2. Adopting the quantitative 



Suppose that the quantitative reading is adopted. In that case the Ockham strategy holds 
considerable promise of being executed. In Sect. 5 we presented a strongly pluralist account of 
both the truth of mixed compounds and the validity of mixed inferences that does not involve a 
generic truth property, countering moderate pluralists’ claim to the effect that generic truth is 
needed to account for relevant alethic phenomena. Work is likewise being done by strong pluralists 
to address other alethic phenomena.30 Moderate pluralists endorse the existence of a plurality of 
properties whose instances ground instances of generic truth within different domains. Strong 
pluralists likewise endorse a plurality of properties intimately related to truth, although, unlike 
moderate pluralists, they take these properties to reduce rather than ground truth within specific 
domains. Moderate pluralists endorse one additional property: generic truth. This means that their 
preferred metaphysics of truth is less quantitatively parsimonious than the metaphysics of austere 
pluralism. Combine this observation with the explanatory dispensability of generic truth and apply 
Ockham’s Razor. Result: austere pluralism fares better than moderate pluralism.  
     Suppose instead that the qualitative reading of Ockham’s Razor is adopted. In that case 
assessing the relative merits of austere pluralism and moderate pluralism becomes a more delicate 
matter. Given this reading of the Razor, in order for austere pluralism to fare better than moderate 
pluralism it must be shown that the inclusion of a generic truth property inflates the moderate 
pluralist’s ontology type-wise. As such the generic truth property must qualify as an entity of a 
type distinct from the ontological type of the truth-relevant properties endorsed by the austere 
pluralist (correspondence, coherence, etc.). Does it?  

Generic truth and domain-specific truth-relevant properties are all properties. Hence, in order 
for the ontological type-parsimony strategy to be executable, the broad category of properties 
would have to include proper, distinct ontological types. It might be natural to think that 
distinctions between types are generally meant to track qualitatively significant differences. Thus, 
in particular, distinctions between ontological types within the broad category of properties should 
be based on such qualitative differences. Now, one might think that generic truth and non-generic 
truth-relevant properties are not significantly different from a qualitative point of view. Why? 
Because generic truth and non-generic, domain-specific truth-relevant properties all have the 
features captured by the core principles (Sect. 1). Both strong pluralism and moderate pluralism 
carry this commitment. This means that non-generic, domain-specific truth-relevant properties 
share a significant qualitative similarity with generic truth. However, if distinctions between types 
track qualitatively significant differences then, perhaps generic truth and non-generic, domain-
specific truth-relevant properties are of the same type. In that case the property ontology of austere 
pluralism and moderate pluralism would be equally qualitatively parsimonious. Hence, the 
                                                
reading of the Razor O2 comes out as being more ontologically parsimonious than O1, as O2 has fewer entities (of 
whatever type) than O1. Adopting the qualitative reading of the Razor O1 and O2 come out as being equally 
ontologically parsimonious, as they have the same types of entities. Those who advocate the qualitative reading will 
say that O1 is not more ontologically parsimonious than O2 in any interesting sense. On the other hand, suppose that 
O3 is a dualist ontology with both mental and physical entities and O4 is a materialist ontology with just physical 
entities. Advocates of the qualitative reading count this difference in terms of types of entities between O3 and O4 as 
more philosophically interesting than the difference in terms of the number of electrons in the case of O1 and O2. 
30 See Ferrari, Moruzzi & Pedersen (ms).  



qualitative reading of Ockham’s Razor could not be invoked to lend support to austere pluralism 
over moderate pluralism.  

This need not be the end of the story, however. For, observe that generic truth and domain-
specific properties’ sharing some significant qualitative similarity does not rule out the possibility 
that there are significant qualitative differences between them. Indeed, there must be at least some 
qualitative differences pairwise between generic truth and each domain-specific property. Generic 
truth is a minimal property. It is characterized by the core principles. These principles are also 
characteristic of the domain-specific properties. However, while the core principles capture the 
essence of the generic truth property, the nature of the domain-specific properties (correspondence, 
coherence, superassertibility, etc.) goes beyond those principles. This point is widely 
acknowledged by pluralists.31  

Every domain-specific property has some feature that is not domain-general and which serves 
to characterize it. Less than domain-general features include realism-relevant features such  as 
Epistemic Constraint, Cognitive Command, Width of Cosmological Role, and the Euthyphro 
Contrast:  

 
Epistemic Constraint: for every p, if p is true, then p is feasibly warranted.  
 
Cognitive Command: a given domain D exhibits Cognitive Command if and only if “it is 
a priori that differences of opinion arising within it can be satisfactorily explained only in 
terms of “divergent input”, that is, the disputants’ working on the basis of different 
information (and hence guilty of ignorance or error, depending on the status of that 
information), or “unsuitable conditions” (resulting in inattention or distraction and so in 
inferential error, or oversight of data and so on), or “malfunction” (for example, prejudicial 
assessment of data, upwards or downwards, or dogma, or failings in other categories 
already listed).” (Wright (1992: 92-93)) 

 
Width of Cosmological Role: a given domain D exhibits Wide Cosmological Role “just in 
case mention of the states of affairs of which it consists can feature in at least some kinds 
of explanation of contingencies which are not of that sort—explanations whose possibility 
is not guaranteed merely by the minimal truth aptitude of the associated discourse.” 
(Wright (1992: 198)) 
 
Euthyphro Contrast: for a given domain D and a truth-relevant property F the Euthyphro 
Contrast amounts to the following contrasting claims: certain D-statements are F because 
they are true and certain D-statements are true because they are F. (Wright (1992: 80))32 

 

                                                
31 See, e.g., Lynch (2009, Chapters 2-4), Wright (1992: 78-79, 142-143), (2001, Sect. 3).  
32 These features play a central role in Wright’s work on truth (see especially his (1992)). Epistemic constraint is used 
generally in the pluralism literature (see, e.g., Lynch (2009), Pedersen (2014)). The first part of the Euthyphro Contrast 
is meant to be realist in the sense that the ‘because’ is supposed to indicate that truth is constitutively independent of 
F where F is some property tied to our cognitive capacities (e.g., superassertibility). The second part of the contrast 
reverses the because claim and thus rejects the idea of the constitutive F-independence of truth.  



To illustrate the point about less than domain-general features consider superassertibility. This 
property is understood as follows: a statement P is superassertible if and only it is—or can be—
warranted, and warrant for P would survive any arbitrary extension and improvement of our 
information and arbitrarily close scrutiny of its pedigree (Wright (1992: 48)).  

Superassertibility is one of the candidate properties for reducing truth within specific 
domains, and it has the feature of being epistemically constrained. Every proposition whose truth 
reduces to superassertibility is feasibly warranted. This follows from the characterization of 
superassertibility. However, some truths are not epistemically constrained. E.g., one of “The 
number of stars in the universe right now is even” and “The number of stars in the universe right 
now is odd” is true. However, if “The number of stars in the universe right now is even” is true, it 
is not feasibly warranted. It outruns our epistemic reach. Similarly for “The number of stars in the 
universe right now is odd”. Thus, some truths are not epistemically constrained and, hence, 
epistemic constraint is a less than domain-general feature.  

Since Epistemic Constraint, Cognitive Command, Width of Cosmological Role, and the  
Euthyphro Contrast are not domain-general, the generic truth property cannot have them. For each 
less than domain-general feature generic truth will be like certain domain-specific properties in the 
sense of lacking that feature. E.g., generic truth and correspondence both fail to be epistemically 
constrained. However, the generic truth property is special because, unlike the domain-specific 
properties, it fails to have all less than domain-general features. Thus, while generic truth is like 
the domain-specific properties in virtue of satisfying the core principles, it would seem to be 
qualitatively distinct from them in this particular regard. This, we submit, is a significant 
qualitative difference between the generic truth property and the domain-specific properties.33 It 
is a difference that enjoys explanatory power. Why do moderate pluralists and strong pluralists 
give different kinds of semantics? Because moderate pluralists endorse generic truth and strong 
pluralists do not. Generic truth is a different type of property than domain-specific properties.34  

Thus, if types of properties are distinguished by significant qualitative differences, one 
might think that the generic truth property is of a different type than domain-specific properties. 
In that case, combined with the explanatory dispensability of generic truth, the qualitative reading 
of Ockham’s Razor can be used to favour austere pluralism over moderate pluralism. 

Lastly, instead of taking the qualitative and quantitative readings to be in competition with 
one another, they can be taken to complement each other. Let us consider two ways they might do 
so. First, one can take the qualitative reading to be primary and the quantitative reading secondary 
in the following sense: first assess competing views using the qualitative reading of Ockham’s 
Razor. If the views under consideration do equally well with respect to qualitative parsimony, then 
                                                
33 This rests on the assumption that the range of domain-specific properties does not include a deflationary property, 
i.e. a property exhaustively characterized by the Equivalence Schema or Disquotational Schema. This assumption is 
justified in the engagement with representative moderate pluralists such as Edwards and Lynch, as they are inflationary 
pluralists. Both take the network analysis to include principles that inflate generic truth—and any domain-specific 
property—beyond anything acceptable to a deflationist. For an exploration of the possibility of a locally deflationary 
version of truth pluralism, see Ferrari and Moruzzi (2019). Their forthcoming is also relevant.  
34 We here take a significant qualitative difference between two properties F1 and F2 to be significant if the fact that 
F1 and F2 exhibit this difference enjoys explanatory power. Thanks to Jeremy Wyatt for this suggestion.  



move on to the quantitative reading. Here, again, austere pluralism will come out on top. If our 
argument in favour of generic truth’s being type-wise distinct from domain-specific properties is 
sound, austere pluralism will trump moderate pluralism in the first round. However, even if we 
suppose that the two views tie with respect to qualitative parsimony, austere pluralism will prevail 
in the second round because it is quantitatively more parsimonious than moderate pluralism. 
Alternatively, one might think that neither reading takes priority over the other. If so, there could 
be tough cases in which one view is more qualitatively parsimonious than another view but, for 
quantitative parsimony, it is the other way around. For present purposes, however, we do not need 
to worry about such cases. For, again, with respect to qualitative parsimony austere pluralism does 
better than moderate pluralism or, at worst, the two views do equally well. With respect to 
quantitative parsimony austere pluralism does better. Overall, then, austere pluralism does better. 

In sum, whether focus is restricted to either quantitative parsimony or qualitative parsimony, 
or they are taken to complement each other, austere pluralism comes out as being more 
parsimonious than moderate pluralism. Combined with the explanatory dispensability of generic 
truth, Ockham’s Razor rules in favour of austere pluralism.35  
 
 
7.   Conclusion 
 
As noted at the outset, moderate pluralism is the dominant view in the pluralism debate. It is our 
hope that we have managed to show that austere pluralism—a form of strong truth pluralism—
should be taken seriously as a contender in the pluralist landscape. We have done three kinds of 
work to level the playing field. First, we have argued that moderate pluralists conveniently take 
advantage of the dual nature of their view, switching back and forth between their distinctively 
monist and distinctively pluralist commitments depending on the issue or task at hand (Sect. 2). 
Crucially—and perhaps somewhat ironically—the plurality of truth-grounding properties plays an 
ineliminable role in explaining the metaphysical unity of truth, a key feature of moderate 
pluralism—and a monist one at that (Sect. 3). Second, we have introduced and articulated austere 
pluralism, a novel form of strong pluralism (Sect. 4), and shown that it is entirely adequate for 
capturing the core idea of truth pluralism (Sect. 6.1) and can deal with the problem of mixed 
compounds and the problem of mixed inferences, two challenges usually regarded as stumbling 
blocks for strong pluralism (Sect. 5). Third, we have argued that austere pluralism fares better than 
moderate pluralism with respect to ontological parsimony, an important theoretical virtue (Sect. 
6.2).  
 
 

                                                
35 We also note that austere pluralism is more parsimonious in two additional, quite specific ways. Austere pluralism 
is quantitatively parsimonious with respect to propositions. The view only accommodates atomic propositions and, 
hence, is much more lightweight than the swath of positions whose ontology of propositions likewise accommodates 
complex propositions. Relatedly, austere pluralism abandons the idea that reality includes a type of formal, abstract 
structure that exactly mirrors the structure or form of logical vocabulary.  
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